I would like to personally thank you for watching the Origins program. Origins was a special program, near to the heart of my late husband, Russell Bixler.

I trust that the information in this presentation will be helpful in your study of creation science. Thank you for your prayerful and financial support of Origins... you’re making the television production of this program possible.

Norma Bixler
mystery #1
Mummified bark sheets
mystery #2
Coarse texture of plant fragments
mystery #3
Layered structure with shale
mystery #3
Intertongue of ocean fossils

No. 12 coal bed
An Outrageous Explanation!
Mount St. Helens – May 18, 1980
Does Spirit Lake provide a model for the formation of coal?
First step in coal formation?
An Outrageous Explanation!
Did a global flood form coal layers?
4 Coal Mysteries

Mystery #1 – Mummified bark sheets
Mystery #2 – Coarse texture of plant fragments
Mystery #3 – Layered structure with shale
Mystery #4 – Intertongue of ocean fossils

These mysteries require an outrageous explanation!
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